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What does Australia think about the Government’s
proposed COVID-19 contact tracing app?

1.

6 in 10 Australians would be likely to download the app. This
varies by distinct segments of the population.

2.

The major barriers to adoption are general concerns over
privacy and a lack of trust in the Government to handle the data
appropriately. 1 in 2 feel the app would be an extreme invasion
of privacy.

3.

There is an opportunity for the Government to improve
sentiment to the idea by providing Australians with security
guarantees and detailed information about how this would work.

Background and Survey Structure
QUESTIONS
Awareness and
understanding

Intention to download and
use

Attitudes towards the app
and data privacy
Source: The Guardian, ABC, TraceTogether (Singapore)

While most Australians have heard of the app, few
understand it in much detail
APP AWARENESS & UNDERSTANDING

HOW DO YOU FEEL ABOUT THIS APP?

(amongst those who have heard a lot about it)

“
“

I think it helps to prevent the
spread of the virus then it is a
good tool

87%

I’ve heard a little/a lot about it

v

19%

I understand it quite/extremely well

Not sure, think it could have
benefits but is unlikely to be
taken up by enough people to
make it effective

“

Not sure yet. I have little faith in
the government’s spin on it.
Distrustful of the use of it.

Q. G1. The Australian Government is considering rolling out a potential new app that could help with contact tracing for COVID-19. Were you aware of this before today? Q. G2. How do you feel about this app? Q. G2b. Before today, how well do
you feel that you understand what the contact tracing app is and how it works? Q. G4. If this app were available today, would you download it to your phone? Q. G5. To what extent do you agree with each of the below statements about the
contact tracing app? Base: n=500

Whilst some see the benefits, 1 in 2 feel this would be an
extreme invasion of privacy
ATTITUDES
Disagree / strongly

I can see lots of benefits of this

25%

This app would help us get back to normal as
quickly as possible

26%

This would be an extreme invasion of my
privacy

24%

I don't think the government has the ability to
make this work well

22%

I'd be comfortable having this on my phone

38%

Neutral

26%

33%

26%

Agree / strongly

How do you feel about this app?

49%

“I would be willing to use it if it is for the good of all”

41%

50%

34%

44%

24%

38%

“If I helps track the virus while people can go back to work it will be helpful in
boosting the economy again.”
“Over my stinking rotting corpse. This government is completely incapable of
having good intentions with power such as this”

“It’s a great idea in principle but I wouldn`t trust this Government and I won`t be
downloading it.”
“no way Jose... the Government knows enough about each of us!”

Sig. difference at 95% confidence
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.
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Q. G1. The Australian Government is considering rolling out a potential new app that could help with contact tracing for COVID-19. Were you aware of this before today? Q. G2. How do you feel about this app? Q. G2b. Before today, how well do
you feel that you understand what the contact tracing app is and how it works? Q. G4. If this app were available today, would you download it to your phone? Q. G5. To what extent do you agree with each of the below statements about the
contact tracing app? Base: n=500

Privacy concerns, lack of trust in the Government, and
access to technology are the main barriers to adoption
USAGE INTENT
Barriers
Likely to download
(Top 3 box)

55%

Why wouldn’t you download the app?

Privacy Concerns (~31%)
I'd download it
immediately
I'd probably download it eventually,
but not immediately

18%

“I don’t want the government to track me
sounds like a police state welcome to 1984”

13%

I'd be open to downloading it, but I'd
need to know more about it first

23%

Lack of trust in Government (~22%)

I'd be unlikely to download it, but
could be convinced to

18%

“It gives Government too much power and is
very likely to be abused”

27%

Unable to download (~13%)

I'd never
download this
app

“I don’t have a mobile phone and at 73 years
old not needed”
Similar app used overseas

Q. G4. If this app were available today, would you download it to your phone? G4a. Why wouldn’t you download the app?
Base: n=500

Security guarantees and providing comprehensive detail on
functionality can help alleviate concerns, although not entirely
WHAT WOULD ENCOURAGE PEOPLE TO DOWNLOAD AND USE THE APP? (amongst those who are unlikely to use)
Guarantee that data is secure and won’t be misused (~30%)

Comprehensive detail on how it works (~10%)

“I would want to know that it couldn’t be hacked into and my
private information compromised.”

“Security of data storage, security how the data would be
used, how long the app would be operational - what would
happen when covid19 is eradicated? Would the app be used
to gather other data?

“That there is a 100% guarantee that my data/phone couldn’t
be hacked”

“More info about privacy protection how long data is kept
who keeps the data and accesses it”
Nothing would encourage (~27%)

“How secure my personal information is and I would need to
make sure I wasn’t being tracked by the Government
unfairly.”

“Nothing, Government keeping track of his sheep.... invasion
of privacy.”

“Assurance that the Government isn’t going to use any info
they gather against us.”

“Nothing, it is a trap.”

Q. G4a. Why wouldn’t you download the app? Q4b. What else would you need to know about the app / what would you need to be different for you to download it?
Base: n=500

Click to access

From our previous research
we know that Australians
don’t all the feel the same
about their data security and
privacy

Australians’ views towards data privacy can be divided
into four distinct segments (as at September 2019)
CAUTIOUS – 35%
Whilst they share with the Actively Concerned a degree of
scepticism that companies regularly misuse the personal data
they hold on their systems for their own gain, they are also more
trusting in that far fewer assume that personal data shared online
is available to everyone. Their more trusting orientation also
translates to greater willingness to share data subject to guarantees of
it not being shared with any third parties.

COMFORTABLE – 24%
This segment is at ease and trusting when it comes to sharing
personal data. More than any other segment in Australia, they are
happy to share personal data assuming it won't be given to a third
party, and they believe companies can better meet customers’
needs by using their personal data. What’s more, they like
receiving personalised advice and messages, don't mind if the
information they post is used for targeted advertising, and are
happy to share personal data if it leads to better browsing
suggestions.

ACTIVELY CONCERNED – 24%
PAY FOR PRIVACY – 16%
Like the Actively Concerned, this segment also knows that if their personal data is
misused it would have serious implications for them. However, they are
relatively savvier in that they understand how to protect themselves against this
misuse, reflected in the fact they are more likely than any other segment to make
sure they read T&Cs before they sign up to digital memberships. This savviness and
caution also translates to willingness to pay for privacy protection.

Base: Australians aged 18+ (n=1,000)

As the name suggests, this group believes that if their personal data were to be
misused it would have serious implications for them, and they are more
concerned than any other segment that this may in fact occur. Their level of trust
in organisations is low, with this scepticism translating into a serious dislike of
targeted advertising and a very real reticence to share personal data at all.

Each segment has clear demographic skews

Add demo skews
24%

24%

16%

35%

Comfortable

Actively concerned

Pay for privacy

Cautious

48% Male | 52% Female

55% Male | 45% Female

54% Male | 46% Female

47% Male | 53% Female

52%

32%
25%

28%
15%

v
13%

16%
9%

19%

v

19%

17%

45-54

55-64

65+

10%

16-34

6%

7%

7%

VIC

35%
34%

16-34

14%

14%

SA

16%

18%

v

19%

45-54

55-64

18%

9%
9%

QLD

29%
23%

17%

35-44

WA
QLD 24%

NSW

v

14%

5%
12%

15%

28%

28%

16%

30%
19%

Sig. difference at 95% confidence Q. How would you best describe yourself? Q. How old are you? Q Please type your postcode into the following box and select the suburb you live in. Base: Comfortable n=113, Actively concerned n=119, Pay for privacy n=79, Cautious n=166

NSW 36%
VIC

27%

The Actively Concerned and Cautious segments
report higher awareness, but lower understanding
Awareness of the App

Understanding of the App

(Heard a little / a lot about it)

(Quite well / extremely well)

Avg

92%
85%

90%

87%

80%

28%
15%

Comfortable

Actively
concerned

Pay for
privacy

Cautious

Comfortable

Avg

25%

Actively
concerned

19%
13%

Pay for
privacy

Sig. difference at 95% confidence

Q. G4. If this app were available today, would you download it to your phone? Q. G2b. Before today, how well do you feel that you understand what the contact tracing app is and
how it works? Base: Comfortable n=113, Actively concerned n=119, Pay for privacy n=79, Cautious n=166

Cautious

For those aware of the app, segment sentiment
reflects broader views on data privacy and security
HOW DO YOU FEEL ABOUT THIS APP?

(amongst those who have heard a lot about it)

COMFORTABLE

“

think that this app could
become an important
tool in fighting the
spread of the virus
because it will allow the
authorities to proactively
trace the spread of the
virus

PAY FOR PRIVACY

“

I think its worth it
people are carrying on
about privacy when they
already would have 100%
more data already
exposed…it’s about
tracking and tracing for
public safety so I’m all
for it.

“

Great idea as it will save
lives

“
“

Not in favour.

It’s intrusive.

CAUTIOUS

ACTIVELY CONCERNED
I would not be very
happy with my
Government tracking my
whereabouts on daily
basis for any reason
whatsoever. And I would
refuse to do it.

“
“

Need more information
on it.

“

I’m not inclined to
download and use it
privacy concerns. We
tend to give up too many
personal freedoms in
times of crisis without
thinking about the longer
tern consequences…

“

Uncertain. I’m cautious
about the implications. Many
will put the app on their
phone and quite a few will
forget to remove it after its
usefulness. It feels a bit big
brother to me.

“

When I heard about it
first time, I was going to
reject the app but now I
have heard about it in
detail I may give it a go.

Q. G1. Were you aware of this app before today? [I’ve heard a lot about it]. G2. How do you feel about this app? Base: Comfortable n=113, Actively concerned n=119, Pay for privacy n=79, Cautious n=166

The Pay for Privacy and Cautious segments would need
the most support to see the benefits and feel comfortable
Comfortable

Actively Concerned

Pay For Privacy

Cautious

I’d be comfortable having this on
my phone
Fewer Agree

More Agree

I can see lots of benefits of this
Fewer Agree

More Agree

Fewer Agree

More Agree

This app would help us get back
to normal as quickly as possible

Q. G5. To what extent do you agree with each of the below statements about the contact tracing app?
Base: Comfortable n=113, Actively concerned n=119, Pay for privacy n=79, Cautious n=166

The Cautious segment would need the most reassurance
in the Government’s ability to implement this effectively
Comfortable

Actively Concerned

Pay For Privacy

Cautious

This would be an extreme invasion
of my privacy
Fewer Agree

More Agree

Fewer Agree

More Agree

I don’t think the government has the
ability to make this work well

Q. G5. To what extent do you agree with each of the below statements about the contact tracing app?
Base: Comfortable n=113, Actively concerned n=119, Pay for privacy n=79, Cautious n=166

Besides those who are Actively Concerned, there is
a large opportunity to improve download intent

NET:
Likely to
download the app

55%
75%
Total
I'd download it immediately

Comfortable

31%

29%

61%

56%

Actively concerned

Pay for privacy

Cautious

6%
8%
14%

I'd probably download it eventually, but not immediately

I'd be open to downloading it, but I'd need to know
more about it first

16%

18%

18%

14%

14%

29%

24%

18%

27%

21%
53%

I'd be unlikely to download it, but could be convinced to

24%

13%

I'd never download this app

12%

Sig. difference at 95% confidence

Q. G4. If this app were available today, would you download it to your phone? Base: Comfortable n=113, Actively concerned n=119, Pay for privacy n=79, Cautious n=166

15%

24%
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